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Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 08:57:48

Did I just make up a word lol?
Anyway! (stick to the topic Mads, stick to the topic!!!)

Australia
3323 Posts

Does anyone know if this photo has been re-coloured? Ive seen it in black and white as well, its
just that these colours look a bit fake.
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Has anyone ever seen Dusty's hair/wig this blonde before??? Its almost white! If you look closely
behind her, you can see a wig on a stand lol

Thanks!
Love Mads xxx
Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 09:20:05

Actually this is pretty white-blonde too:

Australia
3323 Posts

Love Mads xxx
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 10:12:51

Oh my i am not a fan of that sec ond picture... i bet someone changed the c olour or something!!
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
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Australia
5805 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 10:36:11

Just looking at it again, its the same wig. Like in the 2nd and the 3rd pic. But I think in the 2nd
pic the light is shining on it and making it look even whiter lol.
Love Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 15:21:35

Wow, where do you find this stuff?
That first pic I would guess is tinted; at least I havent' seen it in anything but B/W. But it looks
nice either way!

USA
14235 Posts

When I first saw the 1st white hair pic you posted I thought it wasn't Dusty. But I see looking
closer that it is. The makeup looks very pale and with the pale lips and hair, I dunno, it's all so
washed out. The 2nd white hair pic looks better....oh and I guess the right term would be
platinum blonde. Actually maybe the 2nd pic here is tinted too....that dress looks awfully pale
blue and the blue flowers in the hair?
I like the 3rd pic; I think that's from the larger pic of Dusty sitting in the little pumpkin c arriage
or at least from the same photo shoot.
Desperately seeing an expert here....
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 15:23:25

Well i am no expert but i think in that second picture, she looks old and it doesn't do her any
justice..
but i still love her of course.. she has only ever taken a few bad photos out of the millions that
she's been in!!
Clare xoxo
Australia
5805 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 15:45:20

Mads, what the hell does Questionems mean and what does it have to do with photos?
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 20:21:25

I'd say the first pic is definitely touched up, I've a few colour shots of Dusty in that shirt and
the flowers are much paler. Check out the cover of Heart and Soul.
I've another shot of Dusty in that blue dress, which I think is more flattering and she really was
that platinum colour then. It was taken on the first night of her tour in '66, Alan Price was on
the same bill and Lulu popped backstage to see them. Would you believe that the 'wig on the
stand' behind Dusty is actually Lulu!
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts
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I always liked the white/blonde look from around that time and she had it again later in the 60's,
like when she did SOAPM on Ed Sullivan.
Carole x

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 20:22:24

i like the second photo! yes, the wig does make Dusty look older than she was, but she still
looks beautiful

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 20:24:39

your photos are cool too, Carole - i hadn't seen either of them before, so thanks for posting
them

Poste d - 11/10/2006 : 20:34:47

And here's another of the platinum blonde...

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 12/10/2006 : 00:15:32

Thanks Carole - these photos are great!!!
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Love Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

Corinna
Forum Admin

Poste d - 12/10/2006 : 11:17:51

She looks like she's having fun on that last pic, Carole! Thanks for posting these pics, they are
fab!
Love, Corinna xx

Sweden
6080 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 12/10/2006 : 15:37:29

Ooooh la la...it's that Marilyn look!
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

USA
14235 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 12/10/2006 : 16:31:07

And talking of Marilyn......
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5404 Posts

Carole x
allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 12/10/2006 : 17:47:41

My screen saver.
A top 5 favorite Dusty pic, and that's saying something!
Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

USA
14235 Posts

neilallenuk
I start counting

Poste d - 13/10/2006 : 03:14:37

HELLO EVERYONE!
United Kingdom
32 Posts

gr8 pics...and Carole the pic you posted 'another platinum blonde' with Dusty looking at the
camera in-between two girls wearing a brown looking number. Where was that taken ? What
year etc..
And I don't know about you lot I think Dusty has a striking resemblance to PAULA YATES in the
second photo Mads posted..does anyone agree or at least see where I'm coming from LOL
Neil
Edite d by - ne ilalle nuk on 13/10/2006 03:15:17

daydreamer

Poste d - 13/10/2006 : 09:12:38
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13/10/2006 : 09:12:38

The platinum photo is a bit of a mystery to me Neil. It was given to me at the 2nd Dusty Day by
someone I hadn't seen since the 60's and she couldn't remember where it was taken. I'm sure
it's 1968 though and so it could be at the recording of one of her TV series. I've another one
taken at the same time, it's in a dressing room but it's stuck in my album and won't come out
without tearing and the book's too big to fit in the scanner. It's not that flattering either!
Carole x
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 04/11/2006 : 22:44:53

Anymore platinum photos folks?

Well it's all right to go on and live your life, so come out into the light....

USA
14235 Posts
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